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In recent years, transportation agencies have
been adapting to changing roles while facing
substantial transitions in their workforces
because of retirements and budget cuts. Agen-

cies are seeking strategies to maximize the effective-
ness of their workforce.

The National Cooperative Highway Research Pro-
gram (NCHRP), through Project 20-72, Tools to Aid
State Departments of Transportation (DOTs) in
Responding to Workforce Challenges, has identified
workforce challenges critical to transportation agen-
cies and has packaged a set of pertinent information
resources into a toolkit on workforce management.
The toolkit provides a structured, searchable, and
extensible web-based repository to help transporta-
tion agencies find relevant information for diagnos-
ing and addressing specific workforce issues. 

Workforce Challenges
State DOTs and other transportation agencies are
seeking to improve efficiency and implement new
models of operation. Anticipating and addressing
workforce needs associated with these changes is
crucial for success. The following examples illus-
trate how workforce management is integral to the
initiatives currently being pursued: 

u Outsourcing. Many agencies are outsourcing—
that is, hiring contractors—for maintenance, opera-
tions, and design functions. To ensure acceptable
service levels, agencies need staff with strong capa-
bilities in contract development, negotiation, and
oversight.

u Flatter organizations. Some agencies are pur-
suing flatter—that is, less hierarchic—organiza tional
structures to reduce administrative costs, foster inno-

vation, and emphasize customer service. This model
places greater responsibility on field offices, requir-
ing a larger pool of field personnel with technical,
leadership, and customer service skills, as well as
mechanisms at the central office to provide effective
management and support.

u Operations focus. DOTs pursuing operational
improvements to maximize available capacity need
staff who can plan for and manage sophisticated
technology. The improvements also may entail shifts
in organizational culture away from the traditional
plan–design–build approach.

u Collaboration.An increased emphasis on part-
nerships across state, regional, and local agencies
calls for staff with negotiation and communication
skills and the ability to work effectively in a net-
worked environment.

(Above:) Workforce
management is integral
to state DOT initiatives
that include hiring
contractors for
maintenance, operations,
and design duties. 

Civil engineering students at Lafayette College in
Pennsylvania. State DOTs must compete with the
private sector to recruit the best young talent.
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Addressing the Challenges
As agencies face the challenges of responding to new
demands and building new internal competencies,
demographic shifts and economic upheavals are
changing the size and composition of the workforce.
Historically, DOT employees stayed with the organi-
zation for their entire careers, but this is no longer
the case, as DOTs face competition from the private
and academic sectors for a shrinking pool of quali-
fied transportation professionals. Interest has been
declining in engineering programs at colleges and
universities—the source of entry-level talent for
DOTs.

The guide produced under NCHRP Project 20-72
helps state DOT leaders, managers, and human
resources personnel to select and apply practical
tools to address a variety of workforce challenges.
The project addressed several areas of concern to
state DOTs:

u Competency assessment—assessing work-
force core competencies against those required to
meet current and evolving needs;

u Succession planning—ensuring the availabil-
ity of qualified personnel to take on key management
positions at all levels of the organization;

u Staff recruiting and retention—attracting and
retaining talented and diverse staff in a competitive
environment;

u Staff development—educating, training, and
developing staff to provide required competencies;
and

u Staff departures—managing staff departures
to ensure smooth transitions and retain mission-
critical institutional knowledge.

Connecting to Resources
Each of these areas needs strategic planning and
diagnostic tools, as well as case studies and models
of best practices, to help DOTs implement new pro-
grams and procedures. The research team recognized
that many useful tools and methods are available at
the strategic and operational levels, but most are not
readily accessible to practitioners, who have limited
time to keep up with the literature. The project there-
fore focused on connecting available guidance and
resource materials to specific workforce needs and
developed an approach that allows for adding new
resources as they become available. 

The toolkit is a searchable, web-based repository
of resources to help transportation agencies address
workforce challenges in a variety of areas, including
recruitment, retention, succession planning, change
management, training, career development, and
leadership. In addition to documents describing best

practices, policies, procedures, and current research,
the toolkit also offers links to data sets, websites,
software, and other tools that support workforce
management. 

The toolkit is geared to challenges faced by upper-
and middle-level managers and presents resources in
the categories of strategic workforce planning, oper-
ational resources, and organizational models.

Strategic Workforce Planning
The resources on strategic workforce planning assist
in assuring that an organization has the right people,
with the right competencies, in the right place, at the
right time to meet its core mission. The resources
support the following tasks: 

u Assessment of competency requirements and
gaps;

u Review and assessment of policies, programs,
and procedures that affect workforce composition
and capabilities;

u Development of comprehensive strategies for
recruitment, hiring, promotion, and compensation;
and

u Development and use of performance mea-
sures to track progress, pinpoint areas for improve-
ment, and support benchmarking against peer
agencies.

Operational Resources
Operational resources support the implementation of
specific programs and span a range of functions—
recruitment, employee performance reviews, super-
visor training, employee orientation, in-service
training, employee mentoring and career counsel-
ing, benefits program design, incentive and advance-
ment programs, succession planning, and knowledge
management. 

A Virginia DOT employee
takes part in a TranSim
VS III snowplow simulator
demonstration at the
VDOT Learning Center in
Thornburg. The simulator
is used to train drivers
and improve decision
making. 
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New technologies can
access and apply
workforce planning
resources, pointing
transportation agencies
in the right direction.
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The resources also include information-gather-
ing tools for tracking key statistics from human
resources systems on recruitment and retention, as
well as specialized survey instruments for compe-
tency assessments, exit interviews, monitoring
employee satisfaction, and debriefing applicants
about the recruitment process.

Organizational Models
Resources were identified that provide organizational
models for involving DOT human resources (HR)
staff as strategic players. The resources describe the
HR competencies and internal partnerships that
make the models successful.

Many HR functions at DOTs focus on adminis-
trative and compliance-related tasks, not on strategic
planning. The models can help agencies integrate
strategic workforce planning into agency strategic
planning—this can be critical in ensuring optimal
results from a streamlined organization after a reduc-
tion in force.

Using the Toolkit
The toolkit serves as a resource to support strategic
workforce planning and to assist agencies in
responding to operational needs. The framework rec-
ognizes the diversity of agency needs and situations
and does not prescribe any single approach to work-
force challenges. To make the resources accessible to
a range of users with varying perspectives, the toolkit
offers different views and pathways.

Scenario-Based Views
Top 10 Needs
Two scenario-based methods can access the toolkit
resources. The first organizes resources by topic areas
representing the top 10 workforce needs:

u Strategic workforce planning,
u Attracting and retaining talent,
u Developing the next generation of leaders,
u Downsizing and reductions in force,
u Employee conflicts and performance issues,

u Improving HR efficiency and effectiveness,
u Outsourcing,
u Organizational change—reengineering and

reorganizing,
u Preserving institutional knowledge, and
u Retooling the workforce to meet evolving busi-

ness needs.

Resources addressing each of these needs are
available in four broad categories reflecting a user’s
possible goals:

u Understand needs and issues,
u Learn about peer agencies,
u Assess the current situation, or
u Implement programs, policies, and procedures.

Frequently Asked Questions
The second scenario-based view follows a frequently
asked questions (FAQ) format, to allow users to
access resources addressing specific common ques-
tions:

u What resources are available to help me with
reductions in force?

u A large percentage of our organization’s work-
force is due to retire over the next five years. How can
we address this?

u We are having a tough time filling open posi-
tions for engineers, and cannot match consultant
salaries. How can we attract and recruit good engi-
neers?

u The gap in experience is considerable between
our service managers and engineers and the next tier
of staff. How do we fill that gap before the senior
staffers retire?

u Our turnover rates are increasing, especially in
urban districts. How can we deal with this?

u We have a key career manager planning to
retire in two years. How can we smooth the transi-
tion to a new person?

u We are about to downsize our field units. How
can we make the transition as smooth as possible?

u We have several managers who need to build
their supervisory skills. What resources are avail-
able?

u After many years of stability, we have under-
gone several reorganizations in the past two years.
Morale is low, with confusion about roles and
responsibilities. How do we move to a better track?

u Our mission has shifted, and we are relying
more on outsourced services. Our staff capabilities do
not match our needs for good collaboration, over-
sight, and negotiation skills. What is the most effi-
cient way to address this mismatch?

Workforce planning
resources can help assess
competency
requirements and gaps,
review policies and
procedures related to
workforce composition
and capabilities, and
develop comprehensive
recruitment and
retention strategies.
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u We need to measure the performance of our
HR functions and to benchmark them against those
of other agencies. How do we start?

u We need to replace our HR information system
(HRIS). How can we learn about new products and
capabilities? How can we implement a new HRIS
and preserve access to legacy data? How can we
influence statewide decision making by the state HR
group? 

u Our HR function does not play a significant
role in strategic planning for our agency, yet work-
force issues are important to our ability to achieve
our mission. Are examples available of agencies that
have performed strategic HR planning?

Other Search Modes
Function-based access allows users to browse the
collection of resources by type of HR activity—for
example, recruiting, compensation, employee per-
formance management, or HR services. HR profes-
sionals may prefer this view.

The toolkit includes capabilities for both a faceted
search and a full-text search. A faceted search allows
users to view resources through a combination of
need type or topic; resource type, such as methodol-
ogy, case study, or general reference; target audience;
or source.

Getting Involved
All DOT staff with responsibilities related to work-
force management are encouraged to explore the
prototype workforce toolkit posted on the AASHTO

website.1 The toolkit is intended
as an evolving resource for state
DOTs and other transportation
agencies. 

The relevance and usefulness
of the resources populating the
toolkit depend on the active par-
ticipation of the users. Agencies
that have overcome a workforce
challenge and developed resources
that may benefit other agencies or
that have applied resources not in-
cluded in the toolkit are encouraged to submit a re-
quest to add the resources. 

The toolkit includes a function allowing for
resource referrals. The requests will be reviewed and,
if appropriate, added to the website. Similarly, users
can identify resources that have outlived their effec-
tiveness and can alert the moderators to remove the
material.

In addition to contributing resources, members of
the user community are invited to get involved in
other ways. As the database grows, curators will be
needed for resources in specific categories—for
example, state, resource type, or scenario. The cura-
tors will be responsible for reviewing requests to add
new resources and for removing resources that are no
longer pertinent. In addition, curators will seek out
or solicit new resources for their domains. For more
information, please visit the toolkit website.

1 http://toolkit.ashr.transportation.org/NCHRP.aspx.

The workforce toolkit is designed to provide quick and
easy access to information for a range of users within

state DOTs and other transportation agencies. Key design
features of the toolkit include the following:

u A central metadata repository. The core of the toolkit
is a repository of resources relevant to transportation agency
workforce issues. The repository provides a common structure
for describing each information resource, including an
abstract that allows a user to discern the relevance to a par-
ticular need. The metadata repository includes links to
resources on public websites.

u A faceted tagging approach. Each information resource
is tagged for several different facets or categories of inter-
est—the type of workforce need addressed, the source, the
target audience for the information, and the type of resource.

u Multiple views into the same resource pool. The toolkit
provides five ways to access the repository: a Top Ten Needs
view, an FAQ view, a functional–hierarchical view, a faceted

search, and a text search of the abstracts. This collection of
views allows different types of users to narrow down the
resources to those most relevant to their specific need and to
find information in the way that works best for them.

u Extensibility. Selecting a link from any of the first three
views queries the metadata repository using the facet tag val-
ues assigned to the link. In this way, items in the information
repository are not directly linked to the views. This decoupled
approach allows new resources to be added without chang-
ing the toolkit website. New views and extensions to views
can be implemented without extensive work to link specific
resources to the view components. This design feature also
allows for future integration with specialized bibliographic
databases and with external information repositories.

Transportation practitioners need improved ways for find-
ing relevant information on demand. Knowledge manage-
ment applications like the workforce toolkit meet this need
and maximize the dissemination of research products.

Human resources
departments can play an
essential role in agency
strategic planning.

Knowledge Management Architecture

http://toolkit.ashr.transportation.org/NCHRP.aspx



